
    Eyes of Understanding (Lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

 

(Open up) the eyes of understanding, thoughts and intents of the heart 

Mindbodysoul Community Unity-art (3 times) 

...understanding of the heart. Community unity art 

 

Verse: 

 

Pictures of purity willing participants  

So many Men lose time and significance 

Telling the story and light to the relevance 

Keep your head up and loving truth as we living this 

 

Fed, State and Local say Bubba made a stable case 

"Yeah, give him that!", she "Hot n' cold" then confused the place 

Liar widow widow run around, "Whoa, whoa wait, we got em"...Yes! Truth it's never too late 

 

Pablum prez Crazy Graves 

False reality static 

No sense pathological lies unstable panic 

The law turns away for cash 

(The) slowly ending world is tragic 

(it) Claims opposite of witness truth relax God won't have it 

 

Poetry and booty call couldn't close her legs 

Respect due it's life cause/effect we often call it dregs (what we see in the effect was already in the 

cause) 



But life is also how we make it careful how we seg-- 

way, day-to-day our own actions, call it what we may 

 

 

Hook: 

 

(Open up) the eyes of understanding, thoughts and intents of the heart 

Mindbodysoul Community Unity-art (3 times) 

...understanding of the heart. Community unity art 

 

 

Verse: 

 

Music is a bond whether ground or in the air 

"Yes it is  :0)"    Infinite Labs Chill peace here or there 

Team Camp “loved (and) accepted” Shine the Light yeah we care 

That what we're doin' "Yup" 

Spirit Fun Aware  

 

Scarcity doesn't work for National community (it works to exploit) 

(It) hoards like Rome fell 

Disparity ruinings 

People built the Market's not chopping up the currencies  

(like the wealthy merchants did in ancient Rome which destroyed the value of the people's currency) 

Technology participation Unity 

 

Not an argument, mitigate, (or) history (will) repeat itself  

(there’s) sooooo many examples of how the oligarchs destroy the wealth  

American Revolution natural rights for health (John Lilburn) 



Wake em' up G.O.D. here we go until they well  

(side note: it’s a process that scarcity will have to go through, as the delusion is seen for what it really is, 

in all it’s absurdity and reveling in intolerance and ignorance...and public opinion will learn to value 

truth, because the delusion is a threat to Human existence…the 6th extinction level event is on the Earth 

horizon…God bless…) 

 

Tandem stories take a seat we'll deal with you in a minute 

"Yeah we said that!"  

Evidence time truth "We in it to Win It" 

Sure enough the "Lie went Halfway Around the World" and still sin, we got em' now G.O.D. omnipresent 

is beginning 

 

 

Outro: 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace on Earth 

Love and strength to "2nd checks", we'll see if the Splinter shows itself, and one love will eclipse the 

beast eventually. 

A lie goes halfway around the world while the truth is putting its shoes on. 

Peace to public interest. 

We know that a lot of the world won't understand us, 

But later on they will. 

It's a new peace, it's a love, it's a strength. 0) 

It's the strongest movement. 

Reeeespect. Peace 


